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#32Course Assessment - Part A: Your Plan

Your Email *

Please select your course & name from the
list. Contact Instructional Services if your
course or name are incorrect or missing

MA 117 - Lee-Greene

Outcome #1 * Perform procedures that are necessary to quickly check patients
into the medical office emphasizing appointments, insurance
verification and payment processing.

Outcome #2 * Perform the procedures for screening incoming telephone calls
and taking messages.

Outcome #3 * Understand and perform procedures to maintain accounts
receivable in the medical office including post charges, payments
and/or adjustments to the patient account.

Have you completed an assessment for this
course prior to this term?

Yes

If yes, are you assessing different
outcomes?

Yes

Comments:

2. To which degree, certificate or program
outcomes do these course outcomes map? 
Degree, Certificate & Program Outcomes
can be found at:
http://www.cgcc.edu/curriculum/program-
outcomes

Medical Assisting Certificate

Outcome #1 Method to assess student
understanding *

Complete homework assignments, respond to questions related
to in-class role playing scenarios and answer theoretical and
application questions on information covered in lecture and
reading assignments.

Outcome #2 Method to assess student
understanding *

Complete homework assignments, respond to questions related
to in-class role playing scenarios and answer theoretical and
application questions on information covered in lecture and
reading assignments.

Outcome #3 Method to assess student
understanding *

Complete homework assignments, respond to questions related
to in-class role playing scenarios and answer theoretical and
application questions on information covered in lecture and
reading assignments.

4. How will you know if you were successful 100% of students will achieve a score of 70% or greater on
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4. How will you know if you were successful
in your efforts to teach this outcome? 

Outcome #1 *

100% of students will achieve a score of 70% or greater on
questions relating to making appointments, insurance verification
and billing.

How will you know if you were successful in
your efforts to teach this outcome? 

Outcome #2 *

100% of students will achieve a score of 70% or greater on
questions relating to taking appropriate and correct messages on
simulated phone calls.

How will you know if you were successful in
your efforts to teach this outcome? 

Outcome #3 *

100% of students will achieve a score of 70% or greater on
questions relating to simulation exercises on posting
charges,payments and adjustments to patient accounts.

#1 Did you feel that the homework assignments enhanced your
understanding of Accounts receivable in the medical office.

#2 What suggestions do you have for making the telephone message
taking more applicable to real world.

Do you require the names of students who
complete the course evaluation survey? *

Yes
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